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With the modesty and emotional reserve that never abandon him, Ricardo Pascale shies away 

from too much praise about his sculpture.  Yet –forcing him to set aside that innate 

embarrassment- the truth is that his eight-year career in the visual arts has been meteoric.  Far 

from flattery or a pat on the back, this is a clear consequence of his journey.  Yet the sensation 

warranting it does not derive from his rapid renown, but instead from three ascending factors: 

the formal interest, the imposing interplay of volumes and the expressive seduction of his 

works. 

 

A double exhibition like this one, where visitors to the Municipal Exhibition Center and the 

Museum of Contemporary Art of Montevideo can view the artist’s large series and preparatory 

drawings, models and photographic testimony of works set in public spaces, has the dual 

purpose of illustrating the evolution of his language and acquainting the viewer with the 

growing tension of a style that was severe and stark from the outset, but later uncovered a 

dramatic monumentalism in which Pascale hoists pieces of wood to build his stubbornly 

austere proposals.  His bond with the wood fosters a tactile magnetism that emanates only 

from works in which the creation identifies passionately with the material used, while, day by 

day more fully, in Pascale’s works a certain assembling grandeur shines through, seeming to 

reconstruct the same germinating impulse of the wood that was torn asunder to make him. 

 

As might have been said in May 1995 in response to Pascale’s first individual show, when 

artistic activities occupy a shared space or are given partial devotion in the life of the creator, 

they are often frowned upon as a pastime or seen in a secondary role like certain private 

endeavors cultivated to ease the crunch of intellectual life, offset the burden of its pressures, 

and generate a pacifying respite.  In the case of Pascale, an economist of international-caliber 

whose profession for decades has implied multitasking (university teaching, government 

service, research, commentary, private consultancy), the sculptor’s trade is a hinge for 

expressive needs that are surely as imperious as his other core activity. 

 

Over the years of this creator’s artistic efforts, it has become clear that this craft is also an 

unfurling in which the finance professor liberates certain impulses that had remained latent 

throughout much of his life.  Pascale turns inside out like a glove, steals away from his well-



known area of interest and moves into another sphere of energy that may take the unwary 

witness off guard, but which has its links to that accounting zeal, because it deploys parallel 

strategies where other bodies of values (this time visual) appear, other (formal) wealth is 

distributed, other (aesthetic) rules are set, other (tactile) needs are satisfied, other 

(contemplative) relationships are strengthened, and the same order, the same sense of 

organizing reality to aid in recognizing and disciplining it are sought. 

 

The spectator examining the moderate format compositions initially shown at the Alianza art 

gallery, comparing them to the monumental pieces that years later were included in the 

Venice Biennale, can appreciate the path taken from his more contained enchantment with 

interplays of tone and small jointings, a stirring where saws and blades began to take off, to 

the magnitude of an enormous titled drum whose starkness jells ideally in the geometric purity 

of the truncated cylinder and links its rigor of formulation to the strength of the indigenous 

wood (curupay, lapacho, ibirapitá) at the service of the sculptor.  That same starkness prevails 

over the wheels that Pascale scatters about like multiple circuits of an idea in motion, or the 

forest of masts through which the viewer’s gaze can circulate as if in that traversing it would 

recoup the thickness from which the branches originated and grew. 

 

The tall palms that Pascale has implanted in Saxony and in Montevideo are spouts of another 

forest.  Assembled from superposed pieces that in passing establish a rhythm that steps up the 

elevation of the design, they are responses to his fascination with the material, but also reflect 

the purpose of recomposing the plant litheness that the human hand tends to beat back.  

What is captivating in his proposals in the limpidness of the design that undulates or towers in 

each work, bent on not interfering with the protagonism of the wood that sustains it, the tonal 

range that covers it, entrusted to the natural arch of browns and grays with some declension 

toward red or white, the use of textures that have the occasional opulence of their rugosity or 

their fibers, the richness of old untouched patinas that denounce the fingerprint of time on the 

stalk, the relief of grooves and fibers that are another leading itinerary within each 

construction. 

 

Pascale’s opting for such rebellious trunks does not seem casual: that choice accompanies the 

display of force with which the sculptor intervenes, as if the resistance of the material doubled 

and ennobled the physical effort required to work it.  Internally, it is not difficult to imagine the 

equilibrium afforded by this hand-wrought devotion to life and to the work environment of a 

“desk” man, the healthy compensation established between his workshop and his office, like 



reciprocally useful lines at the two extremes of an expressive balance that is doubly beneficial 

and undoubtedly revealing of the creator’s reserves of spirit.  Men having long public carriers 

who in full maturity launch artistic undertakings can give unexpected surprises: Figarian 

surprises, if you will.  These are cases where sensitivity is late in discharging, like a symptom of 

personal freedom resolved to remain invincible after having fulfilled the obligations of life.  But 

also in this case, the alternative is escorted by artistic talent, adding decisive value to Pascale’s 

trajectory, that parabola that has taken his production from the walls of Montevideo to the 

gardens of Venice and the squares of Lima. 

 

Because this man determined to have his way, and condemned to the relative solitude of a 

country with few sculptors, is also (and rightfully so) a creator who is leaving his mark on this 

land and beyond it. 
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